HOW TO GET TO ALFA ART HOTEL (KIRALYOK UTJA 205, Budapest)

1) FROM THE LISZT FERENC AIRPORT:

Take the bus 200E to Kőbánya-Kispest (~ 15min). In Kőbánya-Kispest change for blue metro line M3. Get off at Árpád hid (~ 30min) and change for the bus number 34 (direction "Újmegyeri tér") and get off at Sinkovits Imre Utca-stop (~ 30min).

2) FROM DEÁK FERENC SQUARE:

Take the metro line M3 to direction Újpest-Központ. Get off at Árpád hid (~ 10 minutes). Change for the bus number 34 (direction "Újmegyeri tér"). Get off at Sinkovits Imre utca-stop (~ 30min).

3) FROM KELETI TRAIN STATION:

Take the red metro line M2 to Batthyany tér (~ 10min) and change for HÉV-train (H5, direction Szentendrei). Get off at Rómaí Fürdő station and take the bus number 34 (direction "Újmegyeri tér"). Get off at Sinkovits Imre Utca-stop.

Please note that with one public transport ticket (it costs 350 HUF) you can change from one metro line to another, but if you have to change from metro to tram/bus you will need another ticket. Please, keep all original tickets! Have a safe journey!